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A Message from the President
Have you ever
experienced an
earthquake or a
hurricane? I was
talking with a friend
of mine about times
in your life when
things that happen to
you, change or shape
who you are. Either of these natural
disasters would certainly do that.
Many Haitians have been through one or
both of these. If not directly affected, they
see the devastation. The kidnappings,
protests, assignation of their president,
double digit inflation, earthquakes and
hurricanes would definitely break many of
us, yet they seem to always recover. This
recovery does not happen quickly or
without help. Your help!! Please help in the
good times and bad. Check out our website
at www.viphaiti.org for ways to help.
Education, clean water, goat classes and 4-H
grants can make a huge difference in
someone’s life.
Won’t you please help make a difference. If
you are dealing with a life changing event, I
hope you find something or someone to
help you through it. Please stay safe and
healthy. ~Julie Stauss, VIP President

Earthquake Relief
On August 14 another earthquake hit
Haiti. It took the lives of more than
2,000 people and caused buildings to
crumple and roads to buckle. Several
days later a hurricane drenched the
island already dealing with devastation.
If you would like to help the people of
Haiti recover from these latest disasters,
please send any donation to us. We will
make sure that your help is directly sent
to the place with the greatest need.
Please keep the Haitians in your
thoughts as they rebuild. Thank you for
your support!

Water
You have helped thousands of Haitians
get clean water. As we plan for distribution of filters this coming winter, I am
happy to announce that there has been a
price reduction in the cost of the filters.
We will be able to buy significantly more
filters this fall when we place our order.
We distribute family size filters on a five
gallon bucket. We use the Sawyer Point
One filter because it has not replacement
parts, is low and easy maintenance, is
reasonable in price and is available from a
distributor in Haiti. We train each recipient in the simple maintenance required.
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25 Years of 4H: It Started with
Gardening and Goats
During one
of Karen
Longrie’s
twenty trips
to Haiti
beginning in
1994, she
recalls the
conversation
when a group of Haitians agreed that “the
future of Haiti is in its youth.” Since she had
been involved with 4-H all of her life, that
sparked an idea that Haitian youth would
benefit from the basics of 4-H education. 4-H
-ers pledge their heads to clearer thinking,
their hearts to greater loyalty, their hands to
larger service and their health for better
living. Karen felt that if we educate the youth
on new concepts, they will carry on with
those ideas for the rest of their lives.
Along with Heidi Thomas, Karen met with
the Sheboygan County Youth Agent for UW
Extension to gather ideas on how to organize
4-H in Haiti. They wrote guidelines for 4-H
and presented the idea to Haitian “Mother’s
Clubs.” (Similar to Homemakers).
They had no problem finding leaders and the
first club was organized in Mirebalais in 1996
with five leaders and 20 youth. The clubs
started with projects familiar to Haitians—
gardening and goats. It was clear from the
beginning that these were their 4-H clubs.
The youth and leaders of the clubs chose
what they wanted to do. Not all children in
Haiti attend school so this was an
opportunity for all children to learn practical
skills.

The concept of 4-H clubs spread to
surrounding communities through a clinical
worker as an outreach project. Each year
more leaders, more youth and more clubs
were involved. Karen wrote a hand book
translated to Creole for new clubs to
understand the basic concepts and
organization of 4-H. The original
entrepreneurial project was gardening. The 4
-H youth would sell their produce after
planning, planting, tending and harvesting.
Their projects soon included goats. The goat
project continues today as youth receive
training and guidance to raise healthy
animals.
For additional funds for the 4-H clubs Karen
wrote a grant from VIP donations in 2001. If
a club has been organized for a year, they are
eligible to receive up to $150 annually. The
money could be used for projects in the
clubs, raising funds for the club or for
community projects. Many of the clubs
willing chose to do
community
projects such as
building latrines,
funding clean
water and even
building/repairing
roads.
As 4-H clubs grew
in the Mirebalais area, VIP has supported
Haitian 4-H coordinators to oversee and
support their work. The first coordinator was
Jannett St. Pierre who worked with Senivell
Gantus. Currently Bernine Tirogene is the
coordinator. 4-H in Haiti started with goats
and gardening and continues with strong
leadership. Jocelyn Ritger took over the
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responsibility from Karen in 2012 and is
the current 4-H coordinator who serves
as a volunteer VIP board member. VIP
has over 30 4-H clubs and approximately
2000 4-H members benefiting from 4-H
education in central Haiti.

The Doors Will Be Open

An Accomplishment to
Celebrate
One of the questions that we are
occasionally asked is, "What happens to
the students in the VIP program after
they graduate?". Louis tells us that after
graduation several of them continue their
education elsewhere and he has no way
of contacting them. Others try to find
jobs to help support their families as best
they can. However, just recently he
learned about one of our former
students, Anijeune Widlande, who
attended Adventiste School. She has
graduated from the university as a nurse
and was second laureate in her class
(laureate meaning she received an award
for outstanding intellectual
achievement). Her education at
Adventiste was supported by Judy and
Daryl Nonhoff of West Bend beginning in
2006.
We are proud of her accomplishments
and of the education she received at
Adventiste to prepare her for her
success.

As of now plans are for the children to be
attending school this fall. We are
appreciative of the sponsors who have
put their trust in VIP's education Program
and in our education coordinator in Haiti,
Louis Tenior Guerrier. It is our goal that
our children in Mirebalais will continue to
be learning despite the obstacles that
they and their families so often have to
face. Please continue to keep Louis, the
children and their families, teachers and
the whole country of Haiti in your
hearts.
We are grateful that many people who
sponsor children have already renewed
their sponsorships for the school year
2021-22. May this serve as a reminder to
those from whom we have not yet heard
that the beginning of school is soon, and
Louis needs to know which children will
be receiving support for the
coming year. We look forward to hearing
from you.
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Summer 2021 Goat Seminars
Here are some photos from the two goat seminars that were held this
summer. Two weeks of classes and 20 new young goat owners.

